Rice Students Say—

Special Election Will Be Held Soon for Campanile Job

Three Candidates Make Bid For Editor's Job

A special election to choose an new editor of the Campanile, to succeed Basil B. Tucker, who did not seek to retain his seat this year, will be held tomorrow. October 14, at the regular meeting of the Student Council Monday. The election will be held by secret ballot in the Sallyport. The three candidates are Bruce Westerfield, Junior; "Spud" Braden, Breaks into the News, and Griffith Lawhon, the editor. The candidates have made a statement which will follow:

"The Engineer's Annual Dance has been especially well advertised. Monday evening, November 13, in the Nave of Rice College, the Engineer's Annual Dance will begin promptly at 8 p.m. The students will begin arriving at 7:30. All Rice students are invited to attend the dance and to bring their dates. Refreshments will be served to sixty persons from 8:00 to 8:30 p.m. The Gala Dance Committee have ordered all the decorations and have arranged for a fine program of music. The orchestra will consist of the best members of the student body. The band will play the latest songs and the dance will conclude with a grand finale. All rice students are urged to attend this dance and make it a success."

WHAT A SHAME!

The evils of birth control! One of the most important issues of the day is birth control. It is not only a question of personal hygiene, but it is a question of the future of the country. If we do not control our population, we shall be faced with the problem of unemployment and poverty. It is time that we all took this question seriously and did something about it.

SENIORS PICK BLAZER WITH 2 INCH STRIPE

The senior class selected a blazer with a 2 inch stripe for the 1928 season. The blazer will be worn by the seniors in the football game tomorrow. The seniors are very pleased with the selection and believe that it will add to the prestige of the team.

RICE STUDENTS

Overconfidence of Mustangs May Cost Them Dearly

Rice Players Determined to Be No Set for Morehead's Men

"Rice comes up against the beautiful balled Southeast Conference Outfit. The Owls are not a team that many people expect to see in the future. They are a team that has made a name for itself in the past, and they are determined to make a name for itself in the future.

Band and Rooters

Entertain Tonight; Hundreds to Go

Team Given Big Send-off at Station Last Night

PARADE AT DALLAS

Special Cars to Leave On Southern Pacific Late Today

Many thou, of the 300 cars total, including the great Owls, will be honored at 11:30 for the 187 miles between the two stations. Coach Forrest's train will arrive at the Owls' last station, the University of Texas, at 12:30. The Owls will load their cars at the Dallas Union Depot on the five-car train and then depart for the University of Texas. The Owls will arrive at the University of Texas at 4:00.
Pick up one of the initial issues of most college publications and you will see an editorial as some have been called as "Patronize our Advertisers!" You know the familiar refrain, "Patronize those who patronize us" embodied in nine out of ten such editorials.

Houston business firms are not advertising in the Thresher and we are not going to urge our students to patronize those who patronize us. A few of our advertisers who have advertised in past issues of the Thresher will find that they are not going to be as complete at a downtown hall as at the Autry House. Despite the fact that the receipts from the dance fell off, the Autry House had an unusual program consisting of the news and nothing more, can be given.

The Thresher does not accept advertising given in a spirit of philanthropy. Reaching 1300 students weekly who are daily pursuing a wide variety of commodities, this publication is a valuable advertising medium. Whereas every student does not find what he is seeking from the goods advertised in the Thresher are things particularly appealing to the college market. If this is not done—the castor oil of Rice social life, the Autry House has plenty of cause for complaint. How- ever, it was conclusively proven Saturday night that it can never move a ladder half the blaze roots entirely upon the dance committee. Different events in the future will tend to increase instead of decrease with the use of the ladder.

The donor committee admits that Rice has outgrown the Autry and the Autry House. The donor committee feels that it is in order to move the dances to a larger hall because of the popularity of the dates. However, it is nothing short of ridiculous to move the dances to a larger hall because of the popularity of the dates. Dances given in the name of Rice must not be allowed to run uncontrolled, and for reasons of Rice the donor committee feels that its authority will not be as complete at a downtown hall as at the Autry House. No new rules are to be made but only a larger hall.

Don't patronize those who don't patronize us.

THE PROBLEM STILL WITH US

In an attempt to reduce the size of the huge crowd that usually attends the Saturday night dances the Rice Hornet dance committee last Saturday night inaugurated a bid system at the Autry House. This was part of a bid system. One dresses below the usual amount and that many were denied admittance to the dance. The sum was provided for beyond its capacity and the donors were subjected to much discomfort because of this. It should be made clear that all the Autry House is a complete and miserable failure as a hall in which the Saturday night dances must be held. Rice students feel that they had rather retire early after a show than to put up with the push and jam that prevails at the dances. It is felt that no arrangement whatsoever their Saturday night dances are being spoiled.

An announcement has been made that Nancy Holien and Virginia Rocke, who were former Rice students, will remain over the week-end are; Lynn Foster, Fay Etta and Mary McVeigh, all Rice students, and meets the club met at the home of Bernice Alene Vandaveer at her home last Thursday afternoon at Autry House.

The Rice Y. W. C. A. cabinet was entertained last Friday at a luncheon given by Miss Mary Powars, entertained her guests at her house.

The Rice Y. W. C. A. Sextette will give a program pleasingly unique.

The Rice Y. W. C. A. members were members of the class, both "old" and "new." The officers were changed to represent a theatre stage. Form, music, and the march will be given a starring stage setting for the program. The program includes serious music, a cast of the class, the brass "off," and air their views at the Rice Y. W. C. A.

You New Chaps at Rice

YOU'RE THE ONES WE WANT TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH

Foley Bros. Super Values and style in sports are need no introduction to Houston men. It is you old-timers especially who may need to be acquainted.

Come in and get acquainted—right now—we're showing new assortments of fall furnishings and hats that will appeal to the college crowd.

Panama Hat Shop

Just inside the Preston Avenue Entrance
MINUTE MEN
No. It's not the spirit of '98, but a slow,surprised cheer
Krutch Biscoe seems to think so.
Although Notre Dame sailed through
with 17 points to 7, the Micks have had a bright
front. It is a promising season as long as
Wheeler's and a bad 13 to 8 at the end of the
local game against Louisiana State;
for this season.

CSU's record shows
the fans' views the
minute men's
tour. The venerable
Knute Rochne seems to think so.

If he doesn't become dissatisfied and
start looking for some musketeers.

Poor Knute! After the Army gets
against Trinity here last Saturday was
with them Saturday!

The Blue and Gray wingmen turned the
gridsters to hear the clear-cut cheer of
the person of Joe Stopple led the
attack that ripped the line and skirted
the ends for gain after gain, while
the Tiger defense had stifled all
efforts and was sending a merry target on
the minutes. Block and tackled twenty- meters into Trinity's 8 yard line, Albro started
touchdown in a minute or less.

Barry Hill's minute men always finished
their only threat at the start of the
quarter of the speeches given, Albro turned
towards the Owl's goal, the Identical
precision.

Trinity's No. 22 to 6 lacing plastered on them by
the 14 yard marker. "Lily" Payne then
offered the clear-cut cheer of
the scoring punch was yet lacking.
Stoppel took the oval for a 45 yard
run 18 yards for Trinity's only score.

Bush Jones, Schoenfield, Allen, and
chunky "Spud" Braden leaped into
the ends for gain after gain, while
A light, lean and fast halfback in
the ball, but he
shetroit yelled down for the ball, but he
wasn't
reaching for the target.

Bush Jones, Schoenfield, Allen, and
chunky "Spud" Braden leaped into
the 10 yard markers and so accurately that
the Tiger defense had stifled all
efforts and was sending a merry target on
the minutes. Block and tackled twenty- meters into Trinity's 8 yard line, Albro started
touchdown in a minute or less.

Barry Hill's minute men always finished
their only threat at the start of the
quarter of the speeches given, Albro turned
towards the Owl's goal, the Identical
precision.

Trinity's No. 22 to 6 lacing plastered on them by
the 14 yard marker. "Lily" Payne then
offered the clear-cut cheer of
the scoring punch was yet lacking.
Stoppel took the oval for a 45 yard
run 18 yards for Trinity's only score.

Bush Jones, Schoenfield, Allen, and
chunky "Spud" Braden leaped into
the ends for gain after gain, while
A light, lean and fast halfback in

"A SERVICE INSTITUTION"
A sign to be trusted, because it is the mark of a railroad
that has "first class" in transportation.
It assures the traveler the highest degree of safety, comfort,
and convenience.
It signifies, above all, a service of quality and courtesy
and the proof of personal integrity which demands that
whenever the traveler is in "first class" it shall be no better way than the

"Sport Yarns"

By Black Turner
DALLAS BOUND
DALLAS BOUND

The Babe and Lou here will tell you that there is only one way to choose a
pitcher and that's to send him into the box and let him twist a few
innings.

So the best way to choose a
cigarette is to put them all through their
paces in the blindfold test.

In the test I have just made, Otto
Gould played right into my mit.
Its zippy flavor and mellow smoothness
couldn't be touched by the other three brands.

"SMOTHER AND BETTER — NOT A CIGAR IN A CARGOLOAD", made by Miller Huggins.

Three Triumphant Yankees
conduct the blindfold test... and Miller Huggins picks OLD GOLD
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So the best way to choose a
cigarette is to put them all through their
paces in the blindfold test.

In the test I have just made, Otto
Gould played right into my mit.
Its zippy flavor and mellow smoothness
couldn't be touched by the other three brands.

"SMOTHER AND BETTER — NOT A CIGAR IN A CARGOLOAD", made by Miller Huggins.

Established in 1887 Levy's
Telephone 3436

LINGERIE—TRENDS OF DAININESS—
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Of Our Universities, With
Universities have, of late, received a good-
economic waste; and this is—naturally
nation to our schools that they are an
orous attacks on our institutions of
ance against them. There is no deny-
merely to students at universities,
of the equally vigorous defenses given.
"Why should we support these youths,
ates, and offer, in all modestly, sug-
i mnst ask toierauce—if it will not
cater too much to Society with the
trade"  And I reply: "Life is full of
interest, in the Higher Learning of
students are said to seek
2ndates—ffen our young women are
ugly, and may be the only happy
interest. Let us leave academic matters
as a minor part of college life, dealing
with such pleasant things as cross-
word puzzles and yell-leading. We
ment again on the peanut throwing
of taking orders.
bers and their friends at the first
parlor where one may relax while read-
ing. Its rose and ivory drapes, green
charm is that it is really a little sun
-er. Dan Smith who showed up ex-
to a sturdy, one

"A Store You'll Like"
MAIN AND LAMAR

19 TO $45

506 Main Street
Next to Rice Hotel

FROM THE CLASS OF 1928

"The Modern Bank Hotel" at 5th
Street Avenue, is an exquisitely
comfortable building. It is the

donations of Miss Eliza D. McGhee, the

donations of Miss Eliza D. McGhee, the

A WRITING CLUB HAS NUMEROUS
MANUSCRIPTS

STUMPER'S

The first real meeting of the Stump
on Thursday night of last
week. It was discovered that Mr. Shar-
former speaker was a short person, for
which the club, and particularly President McAllen, is
formed great admiration.
The two other conclusions con-
cluded a course of hero by Miss Blanche
which the club dashed head-on
advantages and decompression—
and to St. John's, which was
critiqued favorites by everyone. so
the author, who consisted of
The reading of a story by Mrs.
Roberts was of considerable interest
the student of international
ment of Miss Eliza D. McGhee, the
school activities, being President of
-Women's Council last year.
class of 1928. Of course, all
activities, being a blend of rose, ivory and green.

"One of the funniest stories ever
read out was a short story by Miss
Emily Sleems. It was read last year at
school, and the members were able to
get a more adequate criticism
previous occasion. The
previous occasion.

Rice students are always glad to
have you visit our
"Books for
PILLOTO'S
BOOK STORE
1014 Texas Ave.

AFTER THE SAME
Lamar Drug Store
"A Store You'll Like"
"A Store You'll Like"

"A Dish fit for the
gods!"
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Drink

RICE STUDENTS

Drink

NATIONAL GUARD

AMERICA'S

368 MAIN STREET

CAPITOL AND SURPLUS
OVER $450,000

STUDENTS' ACCOUNTS SOLICITED
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The ball! Hills Courtney was in a good lead, with a plentiful of the crowd, while Fike, Cross and Cross all stated that never in their entire careers had they encountered such a field. In the face of determined opposition that Miss Beverly Fonville is the presiding officer.

The run-off was a mere formality, taking the short end of a 4-0, 6-4, 6-3 victory. Billy was wonderfully weak at the net, and without any kind of a surprise, his return was greeted with applause by the steady Rice player.

All the other Rice seen come through their first round matches with a little difficulty, except Melrose, who left the court a shock by snatching a pass on about the wires. Ted Eglin, last year's champion, is to be given a knock by Rice's new manager.

The Rice doubles team to play a match the first round was that of Brooks and McCall, who left the court a shock by snatching a pass on about the wires. Ted Eglin, last year's champion, is to be given a knock by Rice's new manager.

The same team plus a lot more fight won the match 6-3 and Prude defeated Dalman Fishburn on the short end of a 6-4, 6-3 victory. B. E. L. S. doll to be raffled the same time.

The Rice Plays Fare Well in Y Tourney

Several queries and a few interesting matches marked the opening of the fall Y. M. C. A. tournament on the Rice campus. The Y. M. C. A. is in a good lead, with a plentiful of the crowd, while Fike, Cross and Cross were a disappointment to the many who expected more from the stable Rice team.

Don't rush your hand. The girls, thanks to their subcutane-ous fat, braved the cold air longer than expected. The watch is over, the same time.

Air on Swimming Party

A news article concerning the new members of the class on the front page is that of Brooks and McCall, who left the court a shock by snatching a pass on about the wires. Ted Eglin, last year's champion, is to be given a knock by Rice's new manager.

The Rice of the South Stand. Les Hiboux Brave Chill

The Rice of the South Stand. Les Hiboux Brave Chill, built in the middle of the year. Rah for the Irish, or the Rice.

Rice's new manager is not the most important fact concerning your wristwatch, it is not the number of cases and coats you possess; it is the individual expression of each case.

LARGEST HOCKEY FANS

The Bluebell postcard is the most important fact concerning your wristwatch, it is not the number of cases and coats you possess; it is the individual expression of each case.

Plumb's postcard is the most important fact concerning your wristwatch, it is not the number of cases and coats you possess; it is the individual expression of each case.

Parker's postcard is the most important fact concerning your wristwatch, it is not the number of cases and coats you possess; it is the individual expression of each case.
SATURDAY LAST DAY FOR SUBMISSIONS OF ESSAYS IN CONTEST

Two $1000 Prizes Offered By Smith College League

Tomorrow will be the last day on which essays may be submitted for the annual contest of the Smith College League, which is designed to encourage the serious study of the air lanes. In addition to two $1000 prizes, a third award of $500 will be given to the school whose students submit the most essays. All students are invited to participate in the contest, which is open to those who have not previously submitted an essay. The contest is entirely free, and there is no limit to the number of essays that may be submitted by any individual. The deadline for submission is December 31, and all essays must be postmarked by that date. The prizes will be awarded to the three schools that submit the most essays. The contest is open to all students, regardless of age or gender. The essays should be submitted to the address provided by the contest organizers. Good luck to all participants!